INCOMPLETE—A pass from Florida State’s Mark Orlando (obscured by Tech players) goes astray (top) as an intended receiver reaches high in the air. Looking on (right) is Gobbler defensive back John Bell, who tied the Tech record with three pass interceptions for the day.

• Tech Gets Second Win

(Continued from Page 6) from about 80 yards out. Coffey remarked that Tech had practiced out of doors in cold weather to be ready and place kicker Latimer and punter Bruce McDaniel had done particularly well.

Commenting on performance in his post-game news conference, Coffey said (Dennis) “Dodson played football like it should be played. He was responsible for our defensive showing today.”

The coach said the younger players, some of them up from the JV squad, have been very helpful and the number of freshman used has increased with every game. He observed that Keith McCarter of Colonial Heights has shown rapid progress and is “a knowledgeable kid.”

Billy Schrews (linebacker from Bethesda, Md.) “has played extremely well on the B Team.”

Coffey also singled out Pete Keel (safety from Louisville, Ky.), Tom Cooper (tailback from Stuarts Draft), Stuart Patterson (defensive guard from Lynchburg), and Tom Beasley (6-5 1/2, 215 lb. tackle from Elkton, W. Va.) for commendation.

When asked if he had used the entire squad in the FSU game, Coffey replied, “I hope so,” but admitted that he lost track in the flurry of second half substitutions.

Tech held a 22-7 lead at halftime and shortly after the start of the third quarter upped it to 29-0 on Scales’ no-it-isn’t, yes—it-is touchdown and a Latimer extra point. Latimer, due to a poorly held ball, missed only his second PAT kick of the season on one occasion.

The Keydets of VMI, victims of Georgia Tech last Saturday, invade Saturday in a renewal of a rivalry that has stumped the experts for years, featuring Tom Schultz, one of the nation’s top passing quarterbacks.

THAT KIND OF YEAR—Florida State’s freshman running back Doug Glossom (36) and tight end Ed Beckman, also a freshman, watch in frustration as the ball falls between them for one of the Seminoles’ many setbacks of the Virginia Tech game—typical of FSU’s nightmare 0-9 season.